
Simplify Cloud Security with Context

As modern cloud environments become increasingly complex and dynamic, the number 
of data breaches and cyberattacks continues to grow. It’s clear that current solutions 
are simply not meeting the challenge. Legacy CSPM solutions are based on primitive 

compliance benchmark checklists, and other tools only cover limited aspects of today’s 
security needs, such as scanning CVEs or managing permissions. Perhaps worst of all, 

existing tools produce a large volume of alerts, leaving security teams overwhelmed and 
the cloud environment exposed.

Lightspin takes the perspective of an attacker, 
to provide a different approach

Simply detect, prioritize, and fix cloud security risks - from build to runtime.
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Prioritize and Fix Any Risk to Your Cloud Stack, From Build to Runtime

Eliminate risks

of undetected contextual cloud security gaps, and effectively remediate them.

Gain full 
visibility

into the security of your cloud 
stack in a matter of minutes, 

using a graph-based 
approach.

Dramatically reduce 
security workload

including time spent on 
investigating alerts, to focus 

on what really matters. 

Support DevOps 
teams

enabling them to address 
potential security issues 

accurately and early in the 
development cycle



Deploy immediately with zero integration and no agents. 
Start seeing value in minutes. 

Defenders think in lists. Attackers think in 
graphs. As long as this is true, attackers win”
(John Lambert, Microsoft Threat Intelligence)

Get set up in minutes

"Lightspin's approach to cloud security helps us map out attack paths in ways that 
other tools simply cannot. We use Lightspin to pinpoint high impact problems and 

help us reach next level security in our environments."

Nir Rothenberg, CISO at Rapyd

Lightspin Cloud Security Platform

Get a rapid visual assessment 
of your cloud environment 
from the infrastructure level 
down to a single microservice.

Map

Leverage patent-pending advanced 
path analysis technology to discover 
hidden attack vectors and risks and 
detect configuration vulnerabilities.

Analyze & Detect

Display the most critical items 
alongside actions and code for 
mitigation so your team can easily 
and quickly fix what matters most.

Protect

Simplified and effective cloud security utilizing 
patent-pending graph theory-based technology

Graph-based visualization

Gain a full  visualization of your environment 
from the hackers’ perspective.

Straightforward prioritization

Say goodbye to dozens of alerts and display 
only the most critical security risks, in context. 

Quick and simple mitigation

Fit Lightspin into your DevOps workflow with 
clear remediation actions and code-based fixes.

+57 issues

+16 issues

+108 issues

+ 40 issues

Total 9 issues
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